
Balloon Time® helium kits and tanks provide a convenient alternative 
to purchasing and transporting pre-inflated balloons, giving you the 
freedom to inflate wherever or whenever the celebration takes place. 
They’re lightweight, easy to use and recyclable once they’re empty.

Helium/air mixture tank

Spool of white ribbon

Latex balloons, 9”, 
assorted colors, 
30 (9.5” kit), 50 (12” kit)

Kits Include:

Inflate and Create

Perfect for Any Occasion

The 9.5” tank will inflate one of the following:

Up to 30
Latex Balloons

Up to 15
Latex Balloons

Up to 16
Foil Balloons

Up to 2
Foil Balloons

Jumbo 12”
Helium Tank

Jumbo 12”
Helium Kit

9.5” 
Helium Tank

9.5” 
Helium Kit
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Maximize
Your Float Time

Fill latex balloons to an egg shape,
not a light bulb.

Helium Anytime.™

BalloonTime.com
BalloonTime@WorthingtonIndustries.com

+ +

with global
components



How to 
Inflate

Rotate valve
4 full turns.

Place balloon on black nozzle;
hold in place.

Gently press down near end
of nozzle to release helium.

Average Float Time Recyle / Store

1-2 hours before event.
For best results inflate balloons

Altitude, high temperature and humidity will affect balloon performance.

Empty Balloon Time 
tanks are recyclable. 
For complete instructions 
on preparing your tank 
for recycling, visit 

BalloonTime.com/Recycle or contact 
your local solid waste authority.

Helium tank not empty? Keep the tank 
on hand for your next celebration. 
Store in a cool, dry place.

FAQ

 

How can I extend the

Is Balloon Time® safe?

 

float time of my balloons?

Yes, please follow all warnings on the carton and tank. Do not inhale helium or put any part of the tank
in your mouth or nose. Keep out of the reach of children and discard broken balloons immediately.
Some balloons are made of natural rubber latex, which may cause allergic reactions.

Be sure to inflate your balloons to the proper size and avoid over- or under-filling. Tie a knot in the 
neck of your balloon for the best closure. If you’re attaching a ribbon, tie it between the knot and 
end of balloon for latex, or below the inflation port for foil. You can also purchase and apply 
ULTRA HI-FLOAT® product to your latex balloons to help reduce helium seepage through latex, 
available at most party stores. (HI-FLOAT is not a Balloon Time product.)

How do I store the tank? Close the green valve tightly by turning clockwise. Store in a cool, dry place.

Does helium expire? No, helium does not expire. You must close the valve tightly or helium will leak over time.

No, the tanks are non-refillable. Attempting to refill can lead to injury or death. Please recycle.Can I refill my

 

Balloon Time tank?

Helium Anytime.™

BalloonTime.com
BalloonTime@WorthingtonIndustries.com
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